The increasing demand for more functionality in embedded systems applications nowadays requires efficient generation of compact code for embedded DSP processors. Because such processors have highly irregular data-paths, compilers targeting those processors are challenged with the automatic generation of optimized code with competent quality comparable to hand-crafted code. A major issue in code-generation is to optimize the placement of program variables in ROM relative to each other so as to reduce the overhead instructions dedicated for address computations. Modern DSP processors are typically shipped with a feature called Address Generation Unit (AGU) that provides efficient address-generation instructions for accessing program variables. Compilers targeting those processors are expected to exploit the AGU to optimize variables assignment. This article focuses on one of the basic offset-assignment problems; the Simple Offset Assignment (SOA) problem, where the AGU has only one Address Register and no Modify Registers. The notion of Tie-Break Function, TBF, introduced by Leupers and Marwedel [1996] , has been used to guide the placement of variables in memory.
concerned with AGUs involving one or more Modify Registers (see Section 2 for more details). In case the AGU is shipped with more than one address registers, the offset assignment problem is referred to as the General Offset Assignment, GOA. The GOA problem is typically approached by breaking it into several SOA problems. In this paper, we consider the basic SOA problem, with no modify registers. Bartley [1992] was the first to study the SOA problem and modeled it as a weighted Hamiltonian Path problem. Later, Liao [1996] proved that the optimal weighted Hamiltonian path may not correspond to the optimal solution and he modeled the SOA problem as finding the so-called Maximum Weight Path Cover, MWPC, in an undirected edge-weighted Access Graph [Liao 1996 ]. Informally, a MWPC is a set of nonintersecting paths in the access graph where each node is traversed once by exactly one path. The MWPC is a path cover with maximum weight [Liao 1996 ]. Liao proved that finding an optimal MWPC is an NP-hard problem and he proposed a greedy algorithm to find it. The algorithm sorts the graph edges, in descending order of their weights, and iteratively selects the next highest weight edge which can be included in the MWPC until all edges are attempted. Leupers and Marwedel [1996] improved Liao's greedy algorithm and proposed an algorithm based on their notion of Tie Break Function, TBF: a function calculated for an edge. The algorithm proceeds in the same greedy way as Liao [1996] ; however, it applies the concept of tie breaking as a selection criterion when it faces more than one edge with the same weight. According to Leupers and Marwedel [1996] , the TBF of an edge e is computed as the sum of weights of all of e's neighboring edges (i.e., all the edges that are incident on the two nodes connected by e). In this way, an edge e with higher TBF value indicates that there are high-weight edges in e's neighborhood. Leupers and Marwedel postulated that the selection of such an edge for inclusion in the MWPC would restrict the probability of future selections of (high-weight) edges residing in e's neighborhood. Accordingly, their algorithm selects the edge with least TBF value when there are multiple edges with same weights.
A similar approach for improving Liao's technique but using different selection criterion is that of Hong [2002] . Hong has defined the preference-Interference ratio for an edge and proposed to select the edge with highest preference-Interference values, among a set of equally weighted edges. An edge with a higher preference-Interference value indicates that the edge is, relatively, the highest preferred one and has the lowest interference with other edges. The results obtained by Hong were very close to the results in Leupers and Marwedel [1996] and reduced the offset assignment cost by less than 1%.
Other approaches have used extensions of Liao's SOA problem model. For example, the approach of Salamy and Ramanujam [2007] depends on the so-called coalescing of noninterfering variables to the same memory location, provided that the live-ranges of these variables do not overlap. This problem is formulated as Coalesced SOA (CSOA). As mentioned, this work depends on the feature of variable coalescing which is not the case in this article.
Other directions for approaching the SOA problem are based on Algebraic Transformations. Rao and Pande [1999] defined the Least Cost Access Sequence (LCAS) problem, and proposed a heuristic to solve it. Recently, Choi and Kim [2002] presented a technique that generalizes the work of Rao and Pande [1999] . Other related work on transformations includes those of Atri et al. [2001] and Ramanujam et al. [2001] . These proposals are considered as a pre-step before applying Liao's algorithm, and hence, they are complementary to the work introduced here.
In this article, we assume an AGU that has only one address-register and no modifyregisters. We build on the notion of TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] and propose a more effective criterion, the Effective Tie Breaking Function ETBF, for selecting between equally weighted edges when applying Liao's algorithm [Liao 1996] . We prove that the TBF function does not represent an accurate criterion for selecting between equallyweighted edges, compared to ETBF, and propose an algorithm for finding the MWPC based on the ETBF selection criterion. We show that our algorithm runs in O(E 2 ). We apply the algorithm to randomly generated problem instances as well as real-world problem instances from the OffsetStone testbench [OffsetStone 2010 ]. The results demonstrate significant reduction in average offset assignment cost of up to 7% over well-known offset assignment algorithms [Hong 2002; Leupers and Marwedel 1996; Liao 1996] , when applied to random instances. In the case of real-world problem instances, our approach still shows improvement but less than in the case of random instances. We discuss those results along with observations that agree with the ones reported in similar experiments. The results in this paper apply to a wide range of DSP architectures that employ AGU as a basic feature.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on address code optimization. Section 3 discusses the concept of the Tie Break Function and introduces our Effective Tie Break Function. Section 4 presents an algorithm for solving the SOA problem based on Effective Tie Break function, along with complexity analysis. Section 5 shows the experimental results and a comparison to other techniques. Finally, we make some concluding remarks in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
Many computing architectures provide register-indirect addressing modes with autoincrement and auto-decrement arithmetic. These addressing modes allow for sequential access of memory and increase code density. DSPs and embedded controllers are designed under the assumption that software that runs would make heavy use of autoincrement and auto-decrement addressing. Such processors are equipped with an address generation unit (AGU) that has auto-increment and auto-decrement capability. Leupers [2000] introduced a generic model of an AGU with k Address Registers (ARs) and m Modify Registers (MRs). Figure 1 shows a typical structure of an AGU. The ARs hold the absolute values of addresses, while MRs hold offset values to update ARs whenever necessary.
In parallel with execution of a program instruction, an AGU can execute any of the following set of primitive operations in a machine cycle:
(1) Immediate AR store in which an AR is loaded with an immediate value. (2) Immediate MR store in which an MR is loaded with an immediate value. (3) Auto increment/decrement: in which the AR has a value of 1 added to or subtracted from its value. (4) Auto modify: same as the auto increment/decrement operation, but instead of modifying the AR with 1, it is modified by the value stored in the MR.
Of these operations, only operations (1) and (2) need a separate instruction (overhead instructions) to be encoded. The auto-operations (3) and (4) are employing only the AGU's data-path resources and are executed in parallel with program instruction flow-zero overhead. So, the goal of offset assignment optimization is to maximize the usage of AGU auto operations. Now, let us illustrate through an example how the AGU can be used to optimize the code size, assuming an AGU with one AR and no MRs. In the first one, program variables are placed in memory according to their appearance in the basic block code, whereas the second assignment is optimized so as to maximize the use of AGU's auto-operations. The second assignment has cost of 4 which is an optimized assignment compared to cost of 10 in the first assignment. The variables' access sequence can be summarized by means of weighted and undirected graph, referred to as an access graph.
Definition 2.1 (Access Graph). AG = (V,E) is called an Access Graph where 
For short, we refer to an edge (v k1 , v k2 , w) as v k1 v k2 , which is a string of its nodes' names. The access graph AG(V, E) is derived from an access sequence as follows. Each vertex v ∈ V in the graph corresponds to a unique variable. An edge e k = (v k1 , v k2 , w k ) exists if the variables, corresponding to the nodes v k1 and v k2 , are adjacent to each other w k times in the access sequence. As an example, the access graph in Figure 3 is derived from the access sequence in Figure 2(b) .
In terms of the access graph, the cost of an assignment is equal to the sum of weights of those edges that connect variables assigned to nonadjacent locations. For example, if we used the assignment in Figure 2 (d), the edges that connect nonadjacent variables will be the unbolded edges in Figure 3 and they have a weight sum of 4, which is the cost of that assignment. An optimum assignment is one with minimum cost. For AGUs with only one Address Register, optimization of variables assignment is formulated by Liao [1996] as the Simple Offset Assignment, SOA, problem, which is of particular interest to this article. For AGUs with more than one AR, the corresponding optimization problem is referred to as General Offset Assignment, GOA problem,, which is out of the scope of this paper.
Liao [1996] showed that finding an optimum variables assignment is equivalent to finding the maximum weight Path Cover, MWPC, in an access graph. The MWPC can be defined as follows.
Definition 2.2 (Maximum Weight Path Cover MWPC). Given an access graph AG(V, E), a Maximum Weighted Path Cover, MWPC, is a set of disjoint paths in AG such that:
-a node v appears exactly once in a disjoint path.
-the set of disjoint paths in AG are covering all the nodes V such that every node v appears exclusively in one path. -the set of disjoint paths are selected such that the total weight sum of all the edges in the disjoint paths is maximum.
Definition 2.3. Given a MWPC for a graph AG, the assignment cost of the MWPC is: (weight-sum of edges in AG) -(weight-sum of edges in MWPC)
For example, the bold edges in Figure 3 The algorithm proposed by Liao to find the MWPC is a straightforward greedy algorithm that selects the maximum weighted edge available, and if there is more than one edge having the same weight the algorithm selects one of them arbitrarily. The algorithm proceeds by selecting the next maximum weighted edge until all nodes are covered. Leupers and Marwedel [1996] showed that this arbitrary selection leads to less optimized solution, and a proper edge-selection criterion in this case can lead to a reduced assignment cost. Leupers and Marwedel used the notion of Tie Break Function, TBF, as selection criterion in presence of several equally-weighted edges.
Our work builds on the notion of TBF but introduces the Effective Tie Break Function, ETBF-a more effective edge-selection criterion in case of several equallyweighted edges. In the rest of this article, we describe our technique for approaching the SOA problem, based on which we detail an algorithm to find the MWPC in an AG.
EDGE SELECTION CRITERIA
In this section we discuss criteria for edge selection when applying the greedy algorithm proposed by Liao [1996] on an access graph (Definition 2.1) to find the MWPC (Definition 2.2). We study the notion of a Tie Break Function, TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] , and introduce a new function; Effective Tie Break Function, ETBF, showing that the new function is more effective than TBF in terms of a reduced costassignment (Definition 2.3).
Definition 3.1 (Incident edges). Given an access graph AG(V, E), the IE(v)
is the set of incident edges on node v such that:
Definition 3.2 (Neighboring edges). Given an access graph AG(V, E), the NE(e k ) is the set of neighborhood edges to an edge e k such that:
. where the predicates e k (v k1 ) and e k (v k2 ) are true, and IE(v k1 ), IE (v k2 ) are the two sets of incident edges on those nodes, respectively.
For example, in Figure 3 , IE(a) = {ab, ac} and IE(d) = {dc, df } while NE(ab) = {ac, be, bc , bg}.
Tie Break Function
The basic idea of a Tie Breaking Function, TBF [Liao 1996 ], is to estimate the effect of selecting an edge e k on future selections of edges in neighborhood of e k , while building wi.
While selecting the next highest-weight edge for inclusion in the MWPC (Liao [1996] algorithm); if there are two or more edges with same weight, the TBF is used as a criterion to select one of those edges. The algorithm in Leupers and Marwedel [1996] selects the edge with minimum TBF value. This decision is based on the intuition that selecting an edge e k in the MWPC would decrease the probability of having edges e i ∈ NE(e k ) to be considered in future selections iterations. Put another way, deferring the selection of e k , that have a higher TBF value and selecting another one with equal weight but with less TBF value, would leave more opportunities for e k 's neighbors to get selected in future selection rounds. So, it is better to delay the selection of the edge that has (relatively) higher neighborhood weights, which is quantified by the TBF.
Effective Tie Break Function
We noticed that the TBF overestimates the effect of edge selection. From the definition of MWPC (Definition 2.2), a node may have at most two edges appearing in the MWPC.
LEMMA 3.3. Consider an access graph AG(V, E). A node v ∈ V has at most two edges in IE(v) can be included in the MWPC of AG.
PROOF. Because variables are located consecutively in memory, every variable could have a maximum of two neighbors at its predecessor and successor locations. In terms of the MWPC, an edge belonging to the MWPC has its two terminal nodes indicating two consecutive variables adjacent in memory. Therefore, any node can have a maximum of two of its incident edges included in the MWPC.
Thus for an edge that connect nodes v k1 and v k2 , not all the edges in NE(e k ) would be affected by selecting the edge e k . Only four edges-a pair in IE(v k1 ) and another pair in IE(v k2 )-would be affected (i.e. decreasing their opportunity for future inclusion in the MWPC). Accordingly, the TBF value should consider only the maximum weighted pairs in IE(v k1 ) and IE(v k2 ).
Definition 3.4 (Maximum weighted pair). Consider an access graph AG(V, E).
For any node v ∈ V with |IE(v)| > 2, The Maximum Weight Pair of a node v, denoted MWP(v), is an edge pair (e m1 , e m2 ) ⊆ IE(v) such that w m1 ≥ w m2 ≥ w 3 ≥ . . . ≥ w q are the weight of edges e m1 , e m2 , e 3 , . . . e q , respectively, and q = |IE(v)|.
For brevity, we will use the notation |MWP(v)| to refer to the summation of these highest weights, that is, |MWP(v)| = w m1 + w m2 . Note that |IE(v)| refers to number of elements in the set IE(v), while |MWP(v)| refers to weight-sum of the pairs in MWP(v). In Figure 3 , MWP (c) = {ac, ch} and |MWP (c)| = 4 + 2 = 6.
It is straightforward to note that |MWP(v)| is the sum of all edges in IE(v) if |IE(v)| = 2. In case IE(v) is singleton, |MWP(v)| will be the weight of the single edge in IE (v) . Those are the two special cases from Definition 3.4, and we consider them in the algorithm presented in Section 4. A final note is that MWP(v) considers only the edges in IE(v) that can be included in the MWPC in AG (V, E) Liao [1996] . PROOF. Theorem 3.6 can be proved by counterexample as follows:
(1) From Lemma 3.3, deferring to select an edge e k , k ∈ [1, q], allows the edge pairs MWP(v k1 ) and MWP(v k2 ) an opportunity for inclusion in the MWPC. (2) Assume that this opportunity is quantified as the probability of inclusion of a pair MWP(v) and denoted as a function prob (MWP(v) ). For brevity, we also assume that prob(MWP(v)) becomes zero when selecting an edge in IE(v), and it equals one otherwise 1 . (3) Before selecting an edge e k , k ∈ [1, q], the prospective cost saving when selecting e k can be calculated using the function Prob() as follows:
The first term is the weight sum of future |MWP|, determined based on their probability selection prob(). Note that we considered the terminal node v k1 only for each edge e k so as to prevent duplication in calculations of the Prob() function.
The second term C is a constant representing the weight-sum of the edges selected before e k . (4) Assume we have not selected e k and instead we selected another equally-weighted edge e i , i ∈ [1, q], and included it in the MWPC. Then the prospective cost saving when selecting e k at this point is:
The terms w i and (|MWP(v i1 )| + |MWP(v i2 )|) are the result of selecting the edge e i in the MWPC. The first term, the weight of e i , is added to the saved cost value, while the second term is actually the ETBF(e i ) and it is subtracted from the prospective cost saving when selecting e k . This is because the prob(MWP(v i1 )) and prob(MWP(v i1 )) will become zero when selecting of e i .
Since the objective of offset assignment is to maximize the term in point (4), the minimum value of ETBF(e i ) fulfils this objective, which proves the theorem. ETBF function is not an optimal solution for the SOA problem. This is mainly because it follows the greedy algorithm in Liao [1996] that has no backtracking. However, ETBF is more accurate than TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] as proved in Theorem 3.6 and experimentally emphasized by results shown in Section 5.
As illustration, let us see the effect of using the ETBF versus TBF on the access graph in Figure 4 . Recall that a maximum of two edges are allowed to be selected for each node (Lemma 3.3). Figure 4 (a) shows a MWPC in bold calculated based on the algorithm in Leupers and Marwedel [1996] , and explained as follows. First, the edge with highest weight, ab, is selected in the MWPC. The edges bd and bn have the same weight of 5. TBF for each edge is computed and the one with smaller ETBF is selected. Since TBF(bd) = 8 and TBF(bn) = 7, then bn is selected in the MWPC. Finally, the edges ng, dc and df are selected in the MWPC. The cost incurred for this MWPC is 12. Figure 4(b) shows the case when the ETBF is used for selection, and the corresponding MWPC is shown in bold. First, the edge with highest weight, ab, is selected in the MWPC. The edges bd and bn have the same weight of 5. The ETBF for each edge is computed and the one with smaller ETBF value is selected. Since ETBF(bd) = 4 and ETBF(bn) = 7, then bd is selected in the MWPC. Finally the edges ng, nj and cd are selected in the MWPC. The cost incurred for this MWPC is 11. Although TBF(bd) > TBF(bn), the selection of the edge bn has prevented the selection of both the edges ng and nj at the same time. However, when ETBF is used, the inclusion of both edges ng and nj in the MWPC was possible, which reduced the cost as explained earlier. We detail in the next section an algorithm that uses the ETBF to solve the SOA problem.
THE SIMPLE OFFSET ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
In this section, firstly, we give a high level description of the SOA ETB() algorithm, and then we explain each step of the algorithm along with analysis of expected complexity. The algorithm assumes as input an access graph AG(V, E), built from access-sequence of variables where V is the set of nodes corresponding to these variables and E is the set of edges in AG. Each node v k has a set of incident edges IE(v k ) (Definition 3.1) and a set of neighboring edges NE(v k ) (Definition 3.2). Finally, we use the notations e k ♣ → n 1 and e k ♣ → n 2 to refer to the two nodes connected by e k . The algorithm's procedure is as follows:
Complexity analysis. Now we explain the steps of the algorithm and analyze its worst-case complexity.
Step 1 sorts the edges in every set IE(v i ), corresponding to each 
Algorithm. SOA ETB(G, Cost).

Inputs: G(V, E)
is the access graph data structure. V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Outputs: Cost is the assignment cost. Procedure:
Step 1: ✂ v i ∈ V, sort the set IE(v i ) in descending order of their weights. Let IE sorted (v i ) be the corresponding sorted-version of the set IE(v i ).
Step 2: Sort the edges set E in descending order of their weights. Let E sorted be the sorted version of E.
Step 3: Initialize E selectable ⊆ E sorted with the set of equally-weighted edges having the highest weight value and are valid to be included in the MWPC (Definition 2.2).
Step 4: ∀ e k ∈ E selectable :
Step 4.1: include min(ETBF(e k ∈ E selectable )) in the MWPC.
Step 4.2: update IE(e k ζ → n 1 ), IE(e k ♣ → n 2 ), E sorted and E selectable .
Step 5: loop to Step 4 until E selectable = {Ø}.
Step 6: loop to Step 3 and reinitialize E selectable until no more edges are valid to be included in the MWPC.
node v i , to simplify prospective calculations of ETBF for an edge (Step 4.1).
Step 1 takes O(|E| log |E|) time.
Step 2 sorts the edges in the set E in descending order of their weights. This step executes in O(|E| log |E|) steps, assuming quicksort is used.
Step 3 initializes E selectable with the edges that have the same and highest weight.
Step 3 runs in O(|E|) time.
Step 4 is where the edge selection process takes place. It repeatedly selects an edge from the set of edges E selectable that have the same and highest weight. The selected edge is the one with minimum ETBF value (Step 4.1). In Step 4.2, the selected edge is excluded from the set E sorted , E selectable , IE(e k 
. The algorithm SOA ETB() builds a MWPC for a graph G(V, E) in O(|E
2 ) time.
It is important to note that this complexity exceeds those of other algorithms such as in Leupers and Marwedel [1996] . For example, the algorithm implemented in the benchmark [OffsetStone 2010] , which corresponds to the TBF-based technique in Leupers and Marwedel [1996] has the tie-break function calculated only once before the edge selection loop. The same case applies to other algorithms implemented in the benchmark [OffsetStone 2010] .
Unlike these algorithms, after each selection of an edge for inclusion in the MWPC, (Step 3), our technique recomputes ETBF values of the edges and reinitializes E selectable accordingly. This is important because either or both edges that are involved in the ETBF calculations (or some edges in case of TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] ) may possibly have become invalid after selection of an edge. So, we recompute the ETBF values of the unselected edges so as to reflect the exact values of the effective neigh- There are, however, special cases arising when calculating ETBF. In both TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] and our ETBF, the basic principle of deferring to select an edge is that it might (in future) impede the selection of high-weighted candidate edges in the next selection step. This is motivated by definition of MWPC, upon which the whole technique is built. For TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] , when calculating TBF(e k ), the weight w k is included in the sum TBF(e k ). This obviously does not affect the selection decision because the same weight value of w k will be added to all other TBFs calculated for other edges under decision. This is not the case for ETBF. When calculating our ETBF(e k ), the weight value w k will affect the selection decision only if it is included in the sum ETBF(e k ). This is because, at either node connected by e k , the third highest edge will not be considered if e k is already included. This can be understood directly from ETBF definition where we consider only the highest two edges. To explain these special cases, let us denote the k edges incident on a node v and valid for selection as e k , e k−1 , e k−2 , . . . , e 1 where w k > w k−1 > w k−2 > . . . > w 1 , and let us assume these edges are valid for future selection. Recall that an edge is valid for selection if either (or both) of its nodes has at most one edge already selected. When calculating ETBF(e k ) to compare it to other edges with same weight w k , there are different cases explained below.
Case 1. The node v has more than two edges. We calculate ETBF as follows: Case 1.1. If v has no selected-edges yet, then we consider e k+1 and e k+2 when calculating ETBF(e k ). Case 1.2. If v has only one selected edge, then we consider only e k+1 in the calculation of ETBF(e k ).
Case 2. The node v, has only two valid edges. We calculate ETBF as follows:
Case 2.1. If v has no selected-edges yet, then we consider only e k+1 when calculating ETBF(e k ). Case 2.2. If v has only one selected-edge, then we do not consider any edges from v when considering calculating ETBF(e k ).
The rationale behind all of those cases is based on the definition of ETBF in Definition 3.4. For example, in Case 2.2, the selection of e k would impede no other edges on v from future selection, because if e k is selected, all the other edges that was valid before selection of e k will become invalid.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have evaluated our technique on randomly generated problem instances as well as on real-world instances. In this section we show the effectiveness of the algorithm in both evaluations and discuss the results.
Evaluation on Random Problem-Instances
We generated random access graphs with different sizes that range from 10 to 100 nodes and 30 to 590 edges. The ranges of problem-size, in terms of nodes and edges, were selected just to cover as wide a range as possible of the problem instances that could arise in real world applications. Edges' weights were generated and assigned to edges randomly.
Heuristic Solutions to the Offset Assignment Problem in Address-Code Optimization 63:13 For every problem-size, a set of 250 access-graphs instances were generated. The assignment cost of every problem-size was computed as the average of cost values of all the 250 random instances. The cost values represent the cost of the MWPC constructed for each graph. We compared the cost resulting from the MWPCs generated by our algorithm to the results from related algorithms by Liao [1996] , Leupers and Marwedel [1996] , and Hong [2002] . Table I shows sample of these results from selected problem sizes. The first column shows the graph size in terms of the number of nodes and edges of the access graph. Results obtained from algorithms of Liao, Leupers and Marwedel and Hong shown in the second, third and fourth columns, respectively. Finally, the results of our algorithm are shown in the fifth column (denoted as Ours.)
As an example from Table I , for the graph of size of 10 nodes and 30 edges, the average cost of offset assignment (as defined in Definition 2.3) is 484.19 for Liao [1996] , 442.84 for Leupers and Marwedel [1996] and 440 for Hong [2002] , while the average cost of our algorithm is 411.84. Also for a graph of size of 80 nodes and 280 edges, the average cost of offset assignment is 1923.22 for Liao [1996] , 1727.24 for Leupers and Marwedel [1996] and 1715.67 for Hong [2002] while the average cost of our algorithm is 1614.45. From the results shown, our algorithm achieves up to 7%.
In general, this improvement in cost-reduction is also quite substantial compared to the improvement made by the TBF [Leupers and Marwedel 1996 ] over Liao's original algorithm. This is due to the fact that ETBF function provides a more accurate prediction of candidacy of future edges to be included in the MWPC, and, in turn, a more effective guidance to the edge selection process. In the access-graph generation process, we tended to generate weight values lying within a short range compared to the number of edges, so as to increase the possibility of having groups of edges, with each group having similar-weight edges. The purpose of this was to experiment with the potential of the ETBF in presence of enough opportunity to work.
Another benefit of this improvement is that, unlike other algorithms, we decided to re-compute the ETBF values each time we decide about the next edge to be included ) is not an issue given the speeds of modern workstations. For example, the problem sizes with edges higher than 250 edges execute in an order of milliseconds in a standard desktop computer (Core2Duo with 2GB of RAM memory). Moreover, it is quite rare to have all edges with identical weights in the same access graph, the case of which we computed the complexity above.
Another side experiment we did on the random problem-instances in OffsetStone [OffsetStone 2010] showed less figures of improvement, and this is fundamentally due to the different strategy of instances' random generation process. In our process, we tended to generate dense graphs.
In conclusion, this experiment shows the potential of our technique, when applied to random problem-instances, to predict the effect of selecting an edge on the future selection of other edges. However, random problem instances generally do not accurately reflect the real world problems [Leupers 2003 ]. This necessitated an evaluation on real-world problem instances, as we will see in next section.
Evaluation of Real-World Problem-Instances
Experience shows that real-world problem instances of access sequences tend to have higher locality of accesses [Leupers 2003 ]. Accordingly, we evaluated our technique of ETBF on the OffsetStone [Leupers 2003; OffsetStone 2010] testbench. We implemented our algorithm using some of the basic functionality in OffsetStone [OffsetStone 2010]; however we modified other functions to implement the inner loop in Step 3 of our algorithm. We also suppressed the zero-weighted edges from the edge set E, as we rather focused on computing the cost than the resultant variables placement order.
In this experiment, we used similar strategy of evaluation as in Leupers [2003] in terms of using all the benchmarks in OffsetStone [2010] and measuring the performance in terms of SOA-OFU() which is a naïve assignment of variables as they appear in the code. We compared only techniques implemented in the testbench [Hong 2002] and dropped other techniques that are not (such as the technique of Hong [2002] used in Table I ). We also dropped the comparison with the branch-and-bound genetic-based techniques. For the Incremental algorithm ], we used its version when combined with TBF as introduced in Leupers [2003] . Table II below shows the results  obtained From the results we observe that:
(1) Our technique achieves at least the same improvement as TBF (there is no case in Table II where it improves less than TBF). However, the improvement of ETBF over TBF is quite small when compared to the results obtained on random probleminstance in the previous experiment. This is quite consistent with the observation in Leupers [2003] that the edge weights in the access graph are more uniformly distributed in case of random instances than in the case of real-world instances. Given the behavior of defaulting to TBF technique, our ETBF can safely replace it. (2) The combined Incremental technique seems to have potential to generally improve the tie-break techniques (TBF and Ours). This is apparent from the (slight) improvement it makes over Ours. This means that there is more room for improvement if the Incremental technique is combined with our TBF approach. However as noted in the previous observation (and also in [Leupers 2003 ]) the overall improvement of all SOA algorithms is quite small so that it can be used in situations where a single word in ROM matters. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we described and evaluated a heuristic algorithm for solving the SOA problem. Our work is based on Liao's model [Liao 1996 ] of solving the SOA problem, that is to model the variable accesses as an, edge-weighted, undirected graph, called an access graph. The solution to the SOA problem then is to find the maximum-weighted path in the graph covering all of the graph nodes such that each node is visited once. Our approach to the SOA problem is based on the concept of tie-break function TBF inroduced by Leupers and Marwedel [Liao 1996 ], which is proposed as a selectioncriterion for the algorithm in [Leupers and Marwedel 1996] in presence of equallyweighted edges. We proposed a more effective criterion, effective tie-break function ETBF, that leads to more reduction of the assignment cost. We argued that ETBF has a more accurate prediction of candidacy of future edges to be included in the path cover, and, in turn, a more effective guidance to the edge selection process. Like the TBF technique [Liao 1996] , ETBF is based on the fact that when an edge is selected it reduces the probability of future selection of edges in that edge's neighborhood. Unlike TBF, ETBF does not consider all the neighboring edges, and only considers the maximum-weighted pair of edges. This is based on the constraint mentioned above about the path cover; every node is visited only once. This means that a node could have only two of its edges included in the path cover. Moreover, the edge selection step in our algorithm is optimized so as to exclude invalid edges from the calculation of ETBF. We have evaluated our approach on random problem-instances covering a wide range of problem sizes and we gave analysis and explanations of results. The experiment showed considerable potential of the ETBF technique compared with TBF and other related techniques.
Moreover, we ran another evaluation experiment on real-world problem instances from the OffsetStone testbench [OffsetStone 2010 ] and compared it with related techniques using similar evaluation strategy to that in Leupers [2003] . Like other algorithms, we observed that ours is achieving slightly better results when applied to realworld problem instances, not comparable to the substantive results achieved in case of random instances. This is mainly because the random instances are not reflecting real-world code as those in OffsetStone [OffsetStone 2010 ]. However, we also observed that ETBF algorithms defaults to TBF if not improving over it, and hence it can safely replace it. Another positive point is that the results obtained when combined the TBF approach with the Incremental algorithm are better. This suggests that our ETBF approach can similarly be improved when combined with the work in Atri et al. [2001] .
